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EVOLUTIONARY LOVE. 
AT FIRST BLUSH. COUNTER-GOSPELS. 

PHILOSOPHY, when just escaping from its golden pupa-skin, 

mythology, proclaimed the great evolutionary agency of the 

universe to be Love. Or, since this pirate-lingo, English, is poor 
in such-like words, let us say Eros, the exuberance-love. Afterwards, 

Empedocles set up passionate-love and hate as the two coordinate 

powers of the universe. In some passages, kindness is the word. 

But certainly, in any sense in which it has an opposite, to be senior 

partner of that opposite, is the highest position that love can attain. 

Nevertheless, the ontological gospeller, in whose days those views 

were familiar topics, made the One Supreme Being, by whom all 

things have been made out of nothing, to be cherishing-love. What, 

then, can he say to hate ? Never mind; at this time, what the scribe 

of the apocalypse, if he were John, stung at length by persecution 
into a rage unable to distinguish suggestions of evil from visions of 

heaven, and so become the Slanderer of God to men, may have 

dreamed. The question is rather what the sane John thought, or 

ought to have thought, in order to carry out his idea consistently. 
His statement that God is love seems aimed at that saying of Ec 

clesiastes that we cannot tell whether God bears us love or hatred. 

"Nay," says John, "we can tell, and very simply! We know and 

have trusted the love which God hath in us. God is love." There is 

no logic in this, unless it means that God loves all men. In the pre- 
' 

ceding paragraph, he had said, "God is light and in him is no dark 

ness at all." We are to understand, then, that as darkness is merely 
the defect of light, so hatred and evil are mere imperfect stages of 
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a a and a a , love and loveliness. This concords with that 

utterance reported in John's Gospel: "God sent not the Son into 

the world to judge the world ; but that the world should through 
him be saved. He that believeth on him is not judged : he that be 

lieveth not hath been judged already . . . And this is the judgment, 
that the light is come into the world, and that men loved darkness 

rather than the light." That is to say, God visits no punishment on 

them ; they punish themselves, by their natural affinity for the de 

fective. Thus, the love that God is, is not a love of which hatred is 

the contrary; otherwise Satan would be a coordinate power; but it is 

a love which embraces hatred as an imperfect stage of it, an Anteros? 

yea, even needs hatred and hatefulness as its object. For self-love is 

no love ; so if God's self is love, that which he loves must be defect 

of love ; just as a luminary can light up only that which otherwise 

would be dark. Henry James, the Swedenborgian, says : "It is no 

doubt very tolerable finite or creaturely love to love one's own in 

another, to love another for his conformity to one's self : but nothing 
can be in more flagrant contrast with the creative Love, all whose 

tenderness ex vi termini must be reserved only for what intrinsically 
is most bitterly hostile and negative to itself." This is from "Sub 

stance and Shadow : an Essay on the Physics of Creation." It is a 

pity he had not filled his pages with things like this, as he was able 

easily to do, instead of scolding at his reader and at people gene 

rally, until the physics of creation was wellnigh forgot. I must de 

duct, however, from what I just wrote: obviously no genius could 

make his every sentence as sublime as one which discloses for the 

problem of evil its everlasting solution. 

The movement of love is circular, at one and the same impulse 

projecting creations into independency and drawing them into har 

mony. This seems complicated when stated so; but it is fully 
summed up in the simple formula we call the Golden Rule. This 

does not, of course, say, Do everything possible to gratify the ego 
istic impulses of others, but it says, Sacrifice your own perfection to 

the perfectionment of your neighbor. Nor must it for a moment be 

confounded with the Benthamite, or Helvetian, or Beccarian motto, 

Act for the greatest good of the greatest number. Love is not. di 
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rected to abstractions but to persons ; not to persons we do not 

know, nor to numbers of people, but to our own dear ones, our 

family and neighbors. "Our neighbor," we remember, is one whom 

we live near, not locally perhaps, but in life and feeling. 

Everybody can see that the statement of St. John is the formula 

of an evolutionary philosophy, which teaches that growth comes 

only from love, from?I will not say sacrifice, but from the ardent 

impulse to fulfil another's highest impulse. Suppose, for example, 
that I have an idea that interests me. It is my creation. It is my 
creature ; for as shown in last July's Monist, it is a little person. I 

love it ; and I will sink myself in perfecting it. It is not by dealing 
out cold justice to the circle of my ideas that I can make them grow, 
but by cherishing and tending them as I would the flowers in my 

garden. The philosophy we draw from John's gospel is that this is 

the way mind develops ; and as for the cosmos, only so far as it yet 
is mind, and so has life, is it capable of further evolution. Love, 

recognising germs of loveliness in the hateful, gradually warms it 

into life, and makes it lovely. That is the sort of evolution which 

every careful student of my essay "The Law of Mind," must see 

that synechism calls for. 

The nineteenth century is now fast sinking into the grave, and 

we all begin to review its doings and to think what character it is 

destined to bear as compared with other centuries in the minds of 

future historians. It will be called, I guess, the Economical Cen 

tury ; for political economy has more direct relations with all the 

branches of its activity than has any other science. Well, political 

economy has its formula of redemption, too. It is this : Intelligence 
in the service of greed ensures the justest prices, the fairest contracts, 

the most enlightened conduct of all the dealings between men, and 

leads to the summum bonum, food in plenty and perfect comfort. 

Food for whom ? Why, for the greedy master of intelligence. I do 

not mean to say that this is one of the legitimate conclusions of 

political economy, the scientific character of which I fully acknowl 

edge. But the study of doctrines, themselves true, will often tempo 

rarily encourage generalisations extremely false, as the study of 

physics has encouraged necessitarianism. What I say, then, is that 
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the great attention paid to economical questions during our century 

has induced an exaggeration of the beneficial effects of greed and of 

the unfortunate results of sentiment, until there has resulted a phi 

losophy which comes unwittingly to this, that greed is the great 

agent in the elevation of the human race and in the evolution of the 

universe. 

I open a handbook of political economy,?the most typical and 

middling one I have at hand,?and there find some remarks of which 

I will here make a brief analysis. I omit qualifications, sops thrown 

to Cerberus, phrases to placate Christian prejudice, trappings which 

serve to hide from author and reader alike the ugly nakedness of the 

greed-god. But I have surveyed my position. The author enumer 

ates "three motives to human action : 

The love of self ; 

The love of a limited class having common interests and feelings 
with one's self ; 

The love of mankind at large. 
" 

Remark, at the outset, what obsequious title is bestowed on 

greed,?"the love of self." Love ! The second motive is love. In 

place of "a limited class" put "certain persons," and you have a 

fair description. Taking "class" in the old-fashioned sense, a weak 

kind of love is described. In the sequel, there seems to be some 

haziness as to the delimitation of this motive. By the love of man 

kind at large, the author does not mean that deep, subconscious 

passion that is properly so called ; but merely public-spirit, perhaps 
little more than a fidget about pushing ideas. The author proceeds 
to a comparative estimate of the worth of these motives. Greed, 

says he, but using, of course, another word, "is not so great an evil 

as is commonly supposed 
. . . 

Every man can promote his own in 

terests a great deal more effectively than he can promote any one 

else's, or than any one else can promote his." Besides, as he remarks 

on another page, the more miserly a man is, the more good he does. 

The second motive "is the most dangerous one to which society is 

exposed." Love is all very pretty : " no higher or purer source of 

human happiness exists." (Ahem !) But it is a "source of enduring 
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injury," and, in short, should be overruled by something wiser. 

What is this wiser motive ? We shall see. 

As for public spirit, it is rendered nugatory by the "difficulties 

in the way of its effective operation." For example, it might suggest 

putting checks upon the fecundity of the poor and the vicious ; and 

"no measure of repression would be too severe," in the case of 

criminals. The hint is broad. But unfortunately, you cannot induce 

legislatures to take such measures, owing to the pestiferous "tender 

sentiments of man towards man." It thus appears, that public 

spirit, or Benthamism, is not strong enough to be the effective tutor 

of love, (I am skipping to another page,) which must therefore be 

handed over to "the motives which animate men in the pursuit of 

wealth," in which alone we can confide, and which "are in the 

highest degree beneficent."* Yes, in the "highest degree" without 

exception are they beneficent to the being upon whom all their 

blessings are poured out, namely, the Self, whose "sole object," 

says the writer in accumulating wealth is his individual "sustenance 

and enjoyment." Plainly, the author holds the notion that some 

other motive might be in a higher degree beneficent even for the 

man's self to be a paradox wanting in good sense. He seeks to gloze 
and modify his doctrine ; but he lets the perspicacious reader see 

what his animating principle is ; and when, holding the opinions I 

have repeated, he at the same time acknowledges that society could 

not exist upon a basis of intelligent greed alone, he simply pigeon 
holes himself as one of the eclectics of inharmonious opinions. He 

wants his mammon flavored with a soup?on of god. 
The economists accuse those to whom the enunciation of their 

atrocious villainies communicates a thrill of horror of being senti 

mentalists. It may be so : I willingly confess to having some tinc 

ture of sentimentalism in me, God be thanked! Ever since the French 

Revolution brought this leaning of thought into ill-repute,?and not 

altogether undeservedly, I must admit, true, beautiful, and good as 

* How can a writer have any respect for science, as such, who is capable of 

confounding with the scientific propositions of political economy, which have noth 

ing to say concerning what is "beneficent," such brummagem generalisations as 

this? 
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that great movement was,?it has been the tradition to picture sen 

timentalists as persons incapable of logical thought and unwilling to 

look facts in the eyes. This tradition may be classed with the French 

tradition that an Englishman says godam at every second sentence, 
the English tradition that an American talks about "Britishers," 
and the American tradition that a Frenchman carries forms of eti 

quette to an inconvenient extreme, in short with all those traditions 

which survive simply because the men who use their eyes and ears 

are few and far between. Doubtless some excuse there was for all 

those opinions in days gone by ; and sentimentalism, when it was 

the fashionable amusement to spend one's evenings in a flood of tears 

over a woeful performance on a candle-litten stage, sometimes made 

itself a little ridiculous. But what after all is sentimentalism ? It 

is an ism, a doctrine, namely, the doctrine that great respect should 

be paid to the natural judgments of the sensible heart. This is what 

sentimentalism precisely is ; and I entreat the reader to consider 

whether to contemn it is not of all blasphemies the most degrading. 
Yet the nineteenth century has steadily contemned it, because it 

brought about the Reign of Terror. That it did so is true. Still, 
the whole question is one of how much. The reign of terror was 

very bad ; but now the Gradgrind banner has been this century 

long flaunting in the face of heaven, with an insolence to provoke 
the very skies to scowl and rumble. Soon a flash and quick peal 
will shake economists quite out of their complacency, too late. The 

twentieth century, in its latter half, shall surely see the deluge-tem 

pest burst upon the social order,?to clear upon a world as deep in 

ruin as that greed-philosophy has long plunged it into guilt. No 

post-thermidorian high jinks then ! 

So a miser is a beneficent power in a community, is he ? With 

the same reason precisely, only in a much higher degree, you might 

pronounce the Wall Street sharp to be a good angel, who takes 

money from heedless persons not likely to guard it properly, who 

wrecks feeble enterprises better stopped, and who administers whole 

some lessons to unwary scientific men, by passing worthless checks 

upon them,?as you did, the other day, to me, my millionaire 

Master in glomery, when you thought you saw your way to using 
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my process without paying for it, and of so bequeathing to your 
children something to boast of their father about,?and who by a 

thousand wiles puts money at the service of intelligent greed, in his 

own person. Bernard Mandeville, in his '< 
Fable of the Bees," main 

tains that private vices of all descriptions are public benefits, and 

proves it, too, quite as cogently as the economist proves his point 

concerning the miser. He even argues, with no slight force, that 

but for vice civilisation would never have existed. In the same 

spirit, it has been strongly maintained and is to-day widely believed 

that all acts of charity and benevolence, private and public, go seri 

ously to degrade the human race. 

The "Origin of Species 
" of Darwin merely extends politico 

economical views of progress to the entire realm of animal and vege 
table life. The vast majority of our contemporary naturalists hold 

the opinion that the true cause of those exquisite and marvellous 

adaptations of nature for which, when I was a boy, men used to extol 

th*e divine wisdom is that creatures are so crowded together that 

those of them that happen to have the slightest advantage force those 

less pushing into situations unfavorable to multiplication or even kill 

them before they reach the age of reproduction. Among animals, 
the mere mechanical individualism is vastly re?nforced as a power 

making for good by the animal's ruthless greed. As Darwin puts 
it on his title-page, it is the struggle for existence ; and he should 

have added for his motto : Every individual for hjmself, and the 

Devil take the hindmost ! Jesus, in his sermon on the Mount, ex 

pressed a different opinion. 

Here, then, is the issue. The gospel of Christ says that pro 

gress comes from every individual merging his individuality in sym 

pathy with his neighbors. On the other side, the conviction of the 

nineteenth century is that progress takes place by virtue of every 
individual's striving for himself with all his might and trampling his 

neighbor under foot whenever he gets a chance to do so. This may 

accurately be called the Gospel of Greed. 

Much is to be said on both sides. I have not concealed, I could 

not conceal, my own passionate predilection. Such a confession 

will probably shock my scientific brethren. Yet the strong feeling 
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is in itself, I think, an argument of some weight in favor of the aga 

pastic theory of evolution,?so far as it may be presumed to bespeak 
the normal judgment of the Sensible Heart. Certainly, if it were 

possible to believe in agapasm without believing it warmly, that fact 

would be an argument against the truth of the doctrine. At any 

rate, since the warmth of feeling exists, it should on every account 

be candidly confessed ; especially since it creates a liability to one 

sidedness on my part against which it behooves my readers and me 

to be severally on our guard. 

SECOND THOUGHTS. IRENICA. 

Let us try to define the logical affinities of the different theories 

of evolution. Natural selection, as conceived by Darwin, is a mode 

of evolution in which the only positive agent of change in the whole 

passage from moner to man is fortuitous variation. To secure ad 

vance in a definite direction chance has to be seconded by some ac 

tion that shall hinder the propagation of some varieties or stimulate 

that of others. In natural selection, strictly so called, it is the crowd 

ing out of the weak. In sexual selection, it is the attraction of beauty, 

mainly. 

The "Origin of Species" was published toward the end of the 

year 1859. The preceding years since 1846 had been one of the most 

productive seasons,?or if extended so as to cover the great book 

we are considering, the most productive period of equal length in 

the entire history of science from its beginnings until now. The idea 

that chance begets order, which is one of the corner-stones of mod 

ern physics (although Dr. Carus considers it "the weakest point in 

Mr. Peirce's system,") was at that time put into its clearest light. 

Quetelet had opened the discussion by his "Letters on the Appli 
cation of Probabilities to the Moral and Political Sciences," a work 

which deeply impressed the best minds of that day, and to which Sir 

John Herschel had drawn general attention in Great Britain. In 

1857, the first volume of Buckle's "History of Civilisation" had 

created a tremendous sensation, owing to the use he made of this 

same idea. Meantime, the "statistical method " 
had, under that very 

name, been applied with brilliant success to molecular physics. Dr. 
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John Herapath, an English chemist, had in 1847 outlined the kinet 

ical theory of gases in his "Mathematical Physics"; and the interest 

the theory excited had been refreshed in 1856 by notable memoirs 

by Clausius and Kr?nig. In the very summer preceding Darwin's 

publication, Maxwell had read before the British Association the 

first and most important of his researches on this subject. The con 

sequence was that the idea that fortuitous events may result in a 

physical law, and further that this is the way in which those laws 

which appear to conflict with the principle of the conservation of 

energy are to be explained, had taken a strong hold upon the minds 

of all who were abreast of the leaders of thought. By such minds, 
it was inevitable that the "Origin of Species," whose teaching was 

simply the application of th? same principle to the explanation of an 

other < < non-conservative 
" 

action, that of organic development, should 

be hailed and welcomed. The sublime discovery of the conserva 

tion of energy by Helmholtz in 1847, and that of the mechanical the 

ory of heat by Clausius and by Rankine, independently, in 1850, had 

decidedly overawed all those who might have been inclined to sneer 

at physical science. Thereafter a belated poet still harping upon 
" science peddling with the names of things 

" would fail of his effect. 

Mechanism was now known to be all, or very nearly so. All this 

time, utilitarianism,?that improved substitute for the Gospel,?was 
in its fullest feather ; and was a natural ally of an individualistic 

theory. Dean Mansell's injudicious advocacy had led to mutiny 

among the bondsmen of Sir William Hamilton, and the nominalism 

of Mill had profited accordingly ; and although the real science that 

Darwin was leading men to was sure some day to give a death-blow 

to the sham-science of Mill, yet there were several elements of the 

Darwinian theory which were sure to charm the followers of Mill. 

Another thing : anaesthetics had been in use for thirteen years. Al 

ready, people's acquaintance with suffering had dropped off very 
much ; and as a consequence, that unlovely hardness by which our 

times are so contrasted with those that immediately preceded them, 
had already set in, and inclined people to relish a ruthless theory. 
The reader would quite mistake the drift of what I am saying if he 

were to understand me as wishing to suggest that any of those things 
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(except perhaps Malthus) influenced Darwin himself. What I mean 

is that his hypothesis, while without dispute one of the most ingen 
ious and pretty ever devised, and while argued with a wealth of 

knowledge, a strength of logic, a charm of rhetoric, and above all 

with a certain magnetic genuineness that was almost irresistible, 
did not appear, at first, at all near to being proved ; and to a sober 

mind its case looks less hopeful now than it did twenty years ago ; 
but the extraordinarily favorable reception it met with was plainly 

owing, in large measure, to its ideas being those toward which the 

age was favorably disposed, especially, because of the encouragement 
it gave to the greed-philosophy. 

Diametrically opposed to evolution by chance, are those the 

ories which attribute all progress to an inward necessary principle, 
or other form of necessity. Many naturalists have thought that if 

an egg is destined to go through a certain series of embryological 

transformations, from which it is perfectly certain not to deviate, 
and if in geological time almost exactly the same forms appear suc 

cessively, one replacing another in the same order, the strong pre 

sumption is that this latter succession was as predeterminate and 

certain to take place as the former. So, N?geli, for instance, con 

ceives that it somehow follows from the first law of motion and the 

peculiar, but unknown, molecular constitution of protoplasm, that 

forms must complicate themselves more and more. K?lliker makes 

one form generate another after a certain maturation has been ac 

complished. Weismann, too, though he calls himself a Darwinian, 
holds that nothing is due to chance, but that all forms are simple 
mechanical resultants of the heredity from two parents.* It is very 
noticeable that all these different sectaries seek to import into their 

science a mechanical necessity to which the facts that come under 

their observation do not point. Those geologists who think that the 

variation of species is due to cataclasmic alterations of climate or of 

the chemical constitution of the air and water are also making me 

chanical necessity chief factor of evolution. 

* I am happy to find that Dr. Cams, too, ranks Weismann among the opponents 
of Darwin, notwithstanding his flying that flag. 
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Evolution by sporting and evolution by mechanical necessity 
are conceptions warring against one another. A third method, which 

supersedes their strife, lies enwrapped in the theory of Lamarck. 

According to his view, all that distinguishes the highest organic forms 

from the most rudimentary has been brought about by little hyper 

trophies or atrophies which have affected individuals early in their 

lives, and have been transmitted to their offspring. Such a trans 

mission of acquired characters is of the general nature of habit-tak 

ing, and this is the representative and derivative within the physio 

logical domain of the law of mind. Its action is essentially dissimilar 

to that of a physical force ; and that is the secret of the repugnance 
of such necessitarians as Weismann to admitting its existence. The 

Lamarckians further suppose that although some of the modifications 

of form so transmitted were originally due to mechanical causes, yet 
the chief factors of their first production were the straining of en 

deavor and the overgrowth* superinduced by exercise, together with 

the opposite actions. Now, endeavor, since it is directed toward an 

end, is essentially psychical, even though it be sometimes uncon 

scious ; and the growth due to exercise, as I argued in my last pa 

per, follows a law of a character quite contrary to that of mechanics. 

Lamarckian evolution is thus evolution by the force of habit.? 

That sentence slipped off my pen while one of those neighbors whose 

function in the social cosmos seems to be that of an Interrupter, was 

asking me a question. Of course, it is nonsense. Habit is mere in 

ertia, a resting on one's oars, not a propulsion. Now it is energetic 

projaculation (lucky there is such a word, or this untried hand might 
have been put to inventing one) by which in the typical instances of 

Lamarckian evolution the new elements of form are first created. 

Habit, however, forces them to take practical shapes, compatible 
with the structures they affect, and in the form of heredity and other 

wise, gradually replaces the spontaneous energy that sustains them. 

Thus, habit plays a double part ; it serves to establish the new fea 

tures, and also to bring them into harmony with the general mor 

phology and function of the animals and plants to which they belong. 
But if the reader will now kindly give himself the trouble of turning 
back a page or two, he will see that this account of Lamarckian evo 
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lution coincides with the general description of the action of love, 
to which, I suppose, he yielded his assent. 

Remembering that all matter is really mind, remembering, too, 

the continuity of mind, let us ask what aspect Lamarckian evolution 

takes on within the domain of consciousness. Direct endeavor can 

achieve almost nothing. It is as easy by taking thought to add a 

cubit to one's stature, as it is to produce an idea acceptable to any 
of the Muses by merely straining for it, before it is ready to come. 

We haunt in vain the sacred well and throne of Mnemosyne ; the 

deeper workings of the spirit take place in their own slow way, with 

out our connivance. Let but their bugle sound, and we may then 

make our effort, sure of an oblation for the altar of whatsoever di 

vinity its savor gratifies. Besides this inward process, there is the 

operation of the environment, which goes to break up habits des 

tined to be broken up and so to render the mind lively. Everybody 
knows that the long continuance of a routine of habit makes us leth 

argic, while a succession of surprises wonderfully brightens the 

ideas. Where there is a motion, where history is a-making, there 

is the focus of mental activity, and it has been said that the arts and 

sciences reside within the temple of Janus, waking when that is 

open, but slumbering when it is closed. Few psychologists have 

perceived how fundamental a fact this is. A portion of mind abun 

dantly commissured to other portions works almost mechanically. 

It sinks to the condition of a railway junction. But a portion of mind 

almost isolated, a spiritual peninsula, or cul-de-sac, is like a railway 

terminus. Now mental commissures are habits. Where they abound, 

originality is not needed and is not found ; but where they are in 

defect, spontaneity is set free. Thus, the first step in the Lamarck 

ian evolution of mind is the putting of sundry thoughts into situa 

tions in which they are free to play. As to growth by exercise, I 

have already shown, in discussing "Man's Glassy Essence," in last 

October's Monist, what its modus operandi must be conceived to be, 
at least, until a second equally definite hypothesis shall have been 

offered. Namely, it consists of the flying asunder of molecules, and 

the reparation of the parts by new matter. It is, thus, a sort of re 

production. It takes place only during exercise, because the activ 
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ity of protoplasm consists in the molecular disturbance which is its 

necessary condition. Growth by exercise takes place also in the 

mind. Indeed, that is what it is to learn. But the most perfect il 

lustration is the development of a philosophical idea by being put 
into practice. The conception which appeared, at first, as unitary, 

splits up into special cases ; and into each of these new thought 
must enter to make a practicable idea. This new thought, however, 
follows pretty closely the model of the parent conception ; and thus 

a homogeneous development takes place. The parallel between this 

and the course of molecular occurrences is apparent. Patient at 

tention will be able to trace all these elements in the transaction 

called learning. 

Three modes of evolution have thus been brought before us ; 

evolution by fortuitous variation, evolution by mechanical necessity, 
and evolution by creative love. We may term them tychastic evolu 

tion, or tychasm, anancastic evolution, or anancasm, and agapastic 

evolution, or agapasm. The doctrines which represent these as sev 

erally of principal importance, we may term tychasticism, anancas 

ticism, and agapasticism. On the other hand the mere propositions 
that absolute chance, mechanical necessity, and the law of love, are 

severally operative in the cosmos, may receive the names of tychism, 

unancism, and agapism. 

All three modes of evolution are composed of the same general 
elements. Agapasm exhibits them the most clearly. The good re 

sult is here brought to pass, first, by the bestowal of spontaneous 

energy by the parent upon the offspring, and, second, by the dispo 
sition of the latter to catch the general idea of those about it and 

thus to subserve the general purpose. In order to express the rela 

tion that tychasm and anancasm bear to agapasm, let me borrow 

a word from geometry. An ellipse crossed by a straight line is a 

sort of cubic curve ; for a cubic is a curve which is cut thrice by a 

straight line ; now a straight line might cut the ellipse twice and its 

associated straight line a third time. Still the ellipse with the straight 
line across it would not have the characteristics of a cubic. It would 

have, for instance, no contrary flexure, which no true cubic wants ; 

and it would have two nodes, which no true cubic has. The geom 
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eters say that it is a degenerate cubic. Just so, tychasm and anan 

casm are degenerate forms of agapasm. 

Men who seek to reconcile the Darwinian idea with Christianity 
will remark that tychastic evolution, like the agapastic, depends 

upon a reproductive creation, the forms preserved being those that 

use the spontaneity conferred upon them in such wise as to be drawn 

into harmony with their original, quite after the Christian scheme. 

Very good ! This only shows that just as love cannot have a con 

trary, but must embrace what is most opposed to it, as a degenerate 
case of it, so tychasm is a kind of agapasm. Only, in the tychastic 
evolution progress is solely owing to the distribution of the napkin 
hidden talent of the rejected servant among those not rejected, just 
as ruined gamesters leave their money on the table to make those 

not yet ruined so much the richer. It makes the felicity of the 

lambs just the damnation of the goats, transposed to the other side 

of the equation. In genuine agapasm, on the other hand, advance 

takes place by virtue of a positive sympathy among the created 

springing from continuity of mind. This is the idea which tychas 
ticism knows not how to manage. 

The anancasticist might here interpose, claiming that the mode 

of evolution for which he contends agrees with agapasm at the point 
at which tychasm departs from it. For it makes development go 

through certain phases, having its inevitable ebbs and flows, yet 

tending on the whole to a foreordained perfection. Bare existence 

by this its destiny betrays an intrinsic affinity for the good. Herein, 
it must be admitted, anancasm shows itself to be in a broad accep 
tion a species of agapasm. Some forms of it might easily be mis 

taken for the genuine agapasm. The Hegelian philosophy is such 

an anancasticism. With its revelatory religion, with its synechism 

(however imperfectly set forth), with its " reflection," the whole idea 

of the theory is superb, almost sublime. Yet, after all, living free 

dom is practically omitted from its method. The whole movement 

is that of a vast engine, impelled by a vis a tergo, with a blind and 

mysterious fate of arriving at a lofty goal. I mean that such an 

engine it would be, if it really worked ; but in point of fact, it is a 

Keely motor. Grant that it really acts as it professes to act, and 
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there is nothing to do but accept the philosophy. But never was 

there seen such an example of a long chain of reasoning,?shall I 

say with a flaw in every link??no, with every link a handful of sand, 

squeezed into shape in a dream. Or say, it is a pasteboard model 

of a philosophy that in reality does not exist. If we use the one 

precious thing it contains, the idea of it, introducing the tychism 
which the arbitrariness of its every step suggests, and make that the 

support of a vital freedom which is the breath of the spirit of love, 
we may be able to produce that genuine agapasticism, at which 

Hegel was aiming. 

A THIRD ASPECT. DISCRIMINATION. 

In the very nature of things, the line of demarcation between 

the three modes of evolution is not perfectly sharp. That does not 

prevent its being quite real ; perhaps it is rather a mark of its real 

ity. There is in the nature of things no sharp line of demarcation 

between the three fundamental colors, red, green, and violet. But 

for all that they are really different. The main question is whether 

three radically different evolutionary elements have been operative ; 
and the second question is what are the most striking characteristics 

of whatever elements have been operative. 

I propose to devote a few pages to a very slight examination of 

these questions in their relation to the historical development of hu 

man thought. I first formulate for the reader's convenience the 

briefest possible definitions of the three conceivable modes of devel 

opment of thought, distinguishing also two varieties of anancasm 

and three of agapasm. The tychastic development of thought, then, 
will consist in slight departures from habitual ideas in different di 

rections indifferently, quite purposeless and quite unconstrained 

whether by outwTard circumstances or by force of logic, these new 

departures being followed by unforeseen results which tend to fix 

some of them as habits more than others. The anancastic develop 

ment of thought will consist of new ideas adopted without foreseeing 
whither they tend, but having a character determined by causes 

either external to the mind, such as changed circumstances of life, 
or internal to the mind as logical developments of ideas already ac 
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cepted, such as generalisations. The agapastic development of 

thought is the adoption of certain mental tendencies, not altogether 

heedlessly, as in tychasm, nor quite blindly by the mere force of 

circumstances or of logic, as in anancasm, but by an immediate at 

traction for the idea itself, whose nature is divined before the mind 

possesses it, by the power of sympathy, that is, by virtue of the con 

tinuity of mind ; and this mental tendency may be of three varieties, 
as follows. First, it may affect a whole people or community in its 

collective personality, and be thence communicated to such individ 

uals as are in powerfully sympathetic connection with the collective 

people, although they may be intellectually incapable of attaining 
the idea by their private understandings or even perhaps of con 

sciously apprehending it. Second, it may affect a private person 

directly, yet so that he is only enabled to apprehend the idea, or to 

appreciate its attractiveness, by virtue of his sympathy with his 

neighbors, under the influence of a striking experience or develop 
ment of thought. The conversion of St. Paul may be taken as an 

example of what is meant. Third, it may affect an individual, inde 

pendently of his human affections, by virtue of an attraction it exer 

cises upon his mind, even before he has comprehended it. This is 

the phenomenon which has been well called the divination of genius ; 
for it is due to the continuity between the man's mind and the Most 

High. 
Let us next consider by means of what tests we can discrimi 

nate between these different categories of evolution. No absolute 

criterion is possible in the nature of things, since in the nature of 

things there is no sharp line of demarcation between the different 

classes. Nevertheless, quantitative symptoms may be found by 
which a sagacious and sympathetic judge of human nature may be 

able to estimate the approximate proportions in which the different 

kinds of influence are commingled. 
So far as the historical evolution of human thought has been 

tychastic, it should have proceeded by insensible or minute steps ; 
for such is the nature of chances when so multiplied as to show 

phenomena of regularity. For example, assume that of the native 

born white adult males of the United States in 1880, one fourth part 
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were below 5 feet 4 inches in stature and one fourth part above 5 
feet 8 inches. Then by the principles of probability, among the 

whole population, we should expect 

216 under 4 feet 6 inches, 216 above 6 feet 6 inches. 

48 
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" 
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48 
" 6 " 

7 

9 
" 

4 
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4 9 
" 6 " 8 

less than 2 " 
4 

" 
3 

" 
less than 2 " 6 " 
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I set down these figures to show how insignificantly few are the 

cases in which anything very far out of the common run presents 
itself by chance. Though the stature of only every second man is 

included within the four inches between 5 feet 4 inches and 5 feet 8 

inches, yet if this interval be extended by thrice four inches above 

and below, it will embrace all our 8 millions odd of native-born 

adult white males (of 1880), except only 9 taller and 9 shorter. 

The test of minute variation, if not satisfied, absolutely negatives 

tychasm. If it is satisfied, we shall find that it negatives anancasm 

but not agapasm. We want a positive test, satisfied by tychasm, 

only. Now wherever we find men's thought taking by imperceptible 

degrees a turn contrary to the purposes which animate them, in spite 
of their highest impulses, there, we may safely conclude, there has 

been a tychastic action. 

Students of the history of mind there be of an erudition to fill 
an imperfect scholar like me with envy edulcorated by joyous admi 

ration, who maintain that ideas when just started are and can be 

little more than freaks, since they cannot yet have been critically 
examined, and further that everywhere and at all times progress has 

been so gradual that it is difficult to make out distinctly what orig 
inal step any given man has taken. It would follow that tychasm 
has been the sole method of intellectual development. I have to con 

fess I cannot read history so ; I cannot help thinking that while ty 
chasm has sometimes been operative, at others great steps covering 

nearly the same ground and made by different men independently, 
have been mistaken for a succession of small steps, and further that 

students have been reluctant to admit a real entitative "spirit" of 

an age or of a people, under the mistaken and unscrutinised impres 
sion that they should thus be opening the door to wild and unnatural 
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hypotheses. I find, on the contrary, that, however it may be with 

the education of individual minds, the historical development of 

thought has seldom been of a tychastic nature, and exclusively in 

backward and barbarising movements. I desire to speak with the 

extreme modesty which befits a student of logic who is required to 

survey so very wide a field of human thought that he can cover it 

only by a reconnaisance, to which only the greatest skill and most 

adroit methods can impart any value at all ; but, after all, I can 

only express my own opinions and not those of anybody else ; and 

in my humble judgment, the largest example of tychasm is afforded 

by the history of Christianity, from about its establishment by Con 

stantine, to, say, the time the of Irish monasteries, an era or eon of 

about 500 years. Undoubtedly the external circumstance which 

more than all others at first inclined men to accept Christianity in 

its loveliness and tenderness, was the fearful extent to which society 
was broken up into units by the unmitigated greed and hard-hearted 

ness into which the Romans had seduced the world. And yet it was 

that very same fact, more than any other external circumstance, that 

fostered that bitterness against the wicked world of which the prim 
itive Gospel of Mark contains not a single trace. At least, I do not 

detect it in the remark about the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, 
where nothing is said about vengeance, nor even in that speech 
where the closing lines of Isaiah are quoted, about the worm and 

the fire that feed upon the "carcasses of the men that have trans 

gressed against me." But little by little the bitterness increases 

until in the last book of the New Testament, its poor distracted 

author represents that all the time Christ was talking about having 
come to save the world, the secret design was Jo catch the entire 

human race, with the exception of a paltry 144000, and souse them 

all in brimstone lake, and as the smoke of their torment went up for 

ever and ever, to turn and remark, "There is no curse any more." 

Would it be an insensible smirk or a fiendish grin that should ac 

company such an utterance ? I wish I could believe St. John did not 

write it; but it is his gospel which tells about the "resurrection 

unto condemnation,"?that is of men's being resuscitated just for 

the sake of torturing them ;?and, at any rate, the Revelation is a 
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very ancient composition. One can understand that the early Chris 

tians were like men trying with all their might to climb a steep de 

clivity of smooth wet clay ; the deepest and truest element of their 

life, animating both heart and head, was universal love ; but they 
were continually, and against their wills, slipping into a party spirit, 

every slip serving as a precedent, in a fashion but too familiar to 

every man. This party feeling insensibly grew until by about a. d. 

330 the lustre of the pristine integrity that in St. Mark reflects the 

white spirit of light was so far tarnished that Eusebius, (the Jared 

Sparks of that day,) in the preface to his History, could announce 

his intention of exaggerating everything that tended to the glory of 

the church and of suppressing whatever might disgrace it. His 

Latin contemporary Lactantius is worse, still; and so the darkling 
went on increasing until before the end of the century the great li 

brary of Alexandria was destroyed by Theophilus,* until Gregory 
the Great, two centuries later, burnt the great library of Rome, pro 

claiming that " Ignorance is the mother of devotion," (which is true, 

just as oppression and injustice is the mother of spirituality,) until a 

sober description of the state of the church would be a thing our not 

too nice newspapers would treat as "unfit for publication." All 

this movement is shown by the application of the test given above 

to have been tychastic. Another very much like it on a small scale, 

only a hundred times swifter, for the study of which there are docu 

ments by the library-full, is to be found in the history of the French 

Revolution. 

Anancastic evolution advances by successive strides with pauses 

between. The reason is that in this process a habit of thought hav 

ing been overthrown is supplanted by the next strongest. Now this 

next strongest is sure to be widely disparate from the first, and as 

often as not is its direct contrary. It reminds one of our old rule 

of making the second candidate vice-president. This character, 

therefore, clearly distinguishes anancasm from tychasm. The char 

acter which distinguishes it from agapasm is its purposelessness. 
But external and internal anancasm have to be examined separately. 

* See Drapers History of Intellectual Development, chap. x. 
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Development under the pressure of external circumstances, or cata 

clasmine evolution, is in most cases unmistakable enough. It has 

numberless degrees of intensity, from the brute force, the plain war, 

which has more than once turned the current of the world's thought, 
down to the hard fact of evidence, or what has been taken for it, 
which has been known to convince men by hordes. The only hesi 

tation that can subsist in the presence of such a history is a quanti 
tative one. Never are external influences the only ones which affect 

the mind, and therefore it must be a matter of judgment for which 

it would scarcely be worth while to attempt to set rules, whether a 

given movement is to be regarded as principally governed from with 

out or not. In the rise of medieval thought, I mean scholasticism 

and the synchronistic art developments, undoubtedly the crusades 

and the discovery of the writings of Aristotle were powerful in 

fluences. The development of scholasticism from Roscellin to Al 

bertus Magnus closely follows the successive steps in the knowledge 
of Aristotle. Prantl thinks that that is the whole story, and few men 

have thumbed more books than Carl Prantl. He has done good solid 

work, notwithstanding his slap-dash judgments. But we shall never 

make so much as a good beginning of comprehending scholasticism 

until the whole has been systematically explored and digested by a 

company of students regularly organised and held under rule for that 

purpose. But as for the period we are now specially considering, 
that which synchronised the Romanesque architecture, the literature 

is easily mastered. It does not quite justify Prantl's dicta as to the 

slavish dependence of these authors upon their authorities. More 

over, they kept a definite purpose steadily before their minds, through 
out all their studies. I am, therefore, unable to offer this period of 

scholasticism as an example of pure external anancasm, which seems 

to be the fluorine of the intellectual elements. Perhaps the recent 

Japanese reception of western ideas is the purest instance of it in his 

tory. Yet in combination with other elements, nothing is commoner. 

If the development of ideas under the influence of the study of ex 

ternal facts be considered as external anancasm,?it is on the border 

between the external and the internal forms,?it is, of course, the 

principal thing in modern learning. But Whewell, whose masterly 
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comprehension of the history of science critics have been too igno 
rant properly to appreciate, clearly shows that it is far from being 
the overwhelmingly preponderant influence, even there. 

Internal anancasm, or logical groping, which advances upon a 

predestined line without being able to foresee whither it is to be car 

ried nor to steer its course, this is the rule of development of phi 

losophy. Hegel first made the world understand this ; and he seeks 

to make logic not merely the subjective guide and monitor of thought, 
which was all it had been ambitioning before, but to be the very 

mainspring of thinking, and not merely of individual thinking but of 

discussion, of the history of the development of thought, of all his 

tory, of all development. This involves a positive, clearly demon 

strable error. Let the logic in question be of whatever kind it may, 
a logic of necessary inference or a logic of probable inference, (the 

theory might perhaps be shaped to fit either,) in any case it sup 

poses that logic is sufficient of itself to determine what conclusion 

follows from given premises ; for unless it will do so much, it will 

not suffice to explain why an individual train of reasoning should 

take just the course it does take, to say nothing of other kinds of 

development. It thus supposes that from given premises, only one 

conclusion can logically be drawn, and that there is no scope at all 

for free choice. That from given premises only one conclusion can 

logically be drawn, is one of trie false notions which have come from 

logicians' confining their attention to that Nantucket of thought, the 

logic of non-relative terms. In the logic of relatives, it does not hold 

good. 

One remark occurs to me. If the evolution of history is in con 

siderable part of the nature of internal anancasm, it resembles the 

development of individual men ; and just as 33 years is a rough but 

natural unit of time for individuals, being the average age at which 

man has issue, so there should be an approximate period at the end 

of which one great historical movement ought to be likely to be sup 

planted by another. Let us see if we can make out anything of the 

kind. Take the governmental development of Rome as being suffi 

ciently long and set down the principal dates. 
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?. c. 753? Foundation of Rome. 

?. c. 510, Expulsion of the Tarquins. 

?. c. 27, Octavius assumes title Augustus. 

a. d. 476, End of Western Empire. 

a. d. 962, Holy Roman Empire. 

a. d. 1453, Fall of Constantinople. 

The last event was one of the most significant in history, especially 

for Italy. The intervals are 243, 483, 502, 486, 491 years. All are 

rather curiously near equal, except the first which is half the others. 

Successive reigns of kings would not commonly be so near equal. 

Let us set down a few dates in the history of thought. 

b. c. 585, Eclipse of Tha?es. Beginning of Greek philosophy, 

a. d. 30, The crucifixion. 

a. d. 529, Closing of Athenian schools. End of Greek philosophy. 

a. d. 1125, (Approximate) Rise of the Universities of Bologna and Paris. 

a. d. 1543, Publication of the "De Revolutionibus" of Copernicus. Be 

ginning of Modern Science. 

The intervals are 615, 499, 596, 418, years. In the history of meta 

physics, we may take the following : 

b. c. 322, Death of Aristotle. 

a. d. 1274, Death of Aquinas. 

a. d. 1804, Death of Kant. 

The intervals are 1595 and 530 years. The former is about thrice 

the latter. 

From these figures, no conclusion can fairly be drawn. At the 

same time, they suggest that perhaps there may be a rough natural 

era of about 500 years. Should there be any independent evidence 

of this, the intervals noticed may gain some significance. 
The agapastic development of thought should, if it exists, be 

distinguished by its purposive character, this purpose being the de 

velopment of an idea. We should have a direct agapic or sympa 
thetic comprehension and recognition of it, by virtue of the contin 

uity of thought. I here take it for granted that such continuity of 

thought has been sufficiently proved by the arguments used in my 

paper on the " Law of Mind " in The Monist of last July. Even if 

those arguments are not quite convincing in themselves, yet if they 
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are re?nforced by an apparent agapasm in the history of thought, 
the two propositions will lend one another mutual aid. The reader 

will, I trust, be too well grounded in logic to mistake such mutual 

support for a vicious circle in reasoning. If it could be shown di 

rectly that there is such an entity as the " spirit of an age 
" or of a 

people, and that mere individual intelligence will not account for all 

the phenomena, this would be proof enough at once of agapasticism 
and of synechism. I must acknowledge that I am unable to produce 
a cogent demonstration of this ; but I am, I believe, able to adduce 

such arguments as will serve to confirm those which have been drawn 

from other facts. I believe that all the greatest achievements of 

mind have been beyond the powers of unaided individuals ; and I 

find, apart from the support this opinion receives from synechistic 

considerations, and from the purposive character of many great move 

ments, direct reason for so thinking in the sublimity of the ideas and 

in their occurring simultaneously and independently to a number of 

individuals of no extraordinary general powers. The pointed Gothic 

architecture in several of its developments appears to me to be of 

such a character. All attempts to imitate it by modern architects 

of the greatest learning and genius appear flat and tame, and are 

felt by their authors to be so. Yet at the time the style was living, 
there was quite an abundance of men capable of producing works of 

this kind of gigantic sublimity and power. In more than one case, 
extant documents show that the cathedral chapters, in the selection 

of architects, treated high artistic genius as a secondary considera 

tion, as if there were no lack of persons able to supply that ; and 

the results justify their confidence. Were individuals in general, 

then, in those ages possessed of such lofty natures and high intel 

lect? Such an opinion would break down under the first examina 

tion. 

How many times have men now in middle life seen great dis 

coveries made independently and almost simultaneously ! The first 

instance I remember was the prediction of a planet exterior to Ura 

nus by Leverrier and Adams. One hardly knows to whom the 

principle of the conservation of energy ought to be attributed, al 

though it may reasonably be considered as the greatest discovery 
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science has ever made. The mechanical theory of heat was set forth 

by Rankine and by Clausius during the same month of February, 

1850; and there are eminent men who attribute this great step to 

Thomson.* The kinetical theory of gases, after being started by 

John Bernoulli and long buried in oblivion, was reinvented and ap 

plied to the explanation not merely of the laws of Boyle, Charles, 
and Avogadro, but also of diffusion and viscosity, by at least three 

modern physicists separately. It is well known that the doctrine of 

natural selection was presented by Wallace and by Darwin at the 

same meeting of the British Association ; and Darwin in his "His 

torical Sketch " 
prefixed to the later editions of his book shows that 

both were anticipated by obscure forerunners. The method of spec 
trum analysis was claimed for Swan as well as for Kirchhoff, and there 

were others who perhaps had still better claims. The authorship of 

the Periodical Law of the Chemical Elements is disputed between a 

Russian, a German, and an Englishman ; although there is no room 

for doubt that the principal merit belongs to the first. These are 

nearly all the greatest discoveries of our times. It is the same with 

the inventions. It may not be surprising that the telegraph should 

have been independently made by several inventors, because it was 

an easy corollary from scientific facts well made out before. But it 

was not so with the telephone and other inventions. Ether, the first 

anaesthetic, was introduced independently by three different New Eng 
land physicians. Now ether had been a common article for a century. 
It had been in one of the pharmacopoeias three centuries before. It 

is quite incredible that its anaesthetic property should not have been 

known; it was known. It had probably passed from mouth to ear 

as a secret from the days of Basil Valentine ; but for long it had 

been a secret of the Punchinello kind. In New England, for many 

years, boys had used it for amusement. Why then had it not been 

put to its serious use ? No reason can be given, except that the mo 

tive to do so was not strong enough. The motives to doing so could 

only have been desire for gain and philanthropy. About 1846, the 

* 
Thomson, himself, in his article Heat in the Encyclopedia Britannica, never 

once mentions the name of Clausius. 
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date of the introduction, philanthropy was undoubtedly in an un 

usually active condition. That sensibility, or sentimentalism, which 

had been introduced in the previous century, had undergone a ripen 

ing process, in consequence of which, though now less intense than 

it had previously been, it was more likely to influence unreflecting 

people than it had ever been. All three of the ether-claimants had 

probably been influenced by the desire for gain ; but nevertheless 

they were certainly not insensible to the agapic influences. 

I doubt if any of the great discoveries ought, properly, to be 

considered as altogether individual achievements ; and I think many 
will share this doubt. Yet, if not, what an argument for the con 

tinuity of mind, and for agapasticism is here ! I do not wish to be 

very strenuous. If thinkers will only be persuaded to lay aside their 

prejudices and apply themselves to studying the evidences of this 

doctrine, I shall be fully content to await the final decision. 

Charles S. Peirce. 
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